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Horror Story #1
We don’t live in a 100% HTTPS world



June, 2014



Horror Story #2
Setting up TLS is tedious, even in 2016





Horror Story #3
TLS configuration is confusing





- 256



ssl_protocols TLSv1 TLSv1.1 TLSv1.2;
ssl_prefer_server_ciphers on;

# Using list of ciphers from "Bulletproof SSL and TLS"
ssl_ciphers "ECDHE-ECDSA-AES128-GCM-SHA256 ECDHE-ECDSA-
AES256-GCM-SHA384 ECDHE-ECDSA-AES128-SHA ECDHE-ECDSA-
AES256-SHA ECDHE-ECDSA-AES128-SHA256 ECDHE-ECDSA-
AES256-SHA384 ECDHE-RSA-AES128-GCM-SHA256 ECDHE-RSA-
AES256-GCM-SHA384 ECDHE-RSA-AES128-SHA ECDHE-RSA-
AES128-SHA256 ECDHE-RSA-AES256-SHA384 DHE-RSA-AES128-
GCM-SHA256 DHE-RSA-AES256-GCM-SHA384 DHE-RSA-AES128-
SHA DHE-RSA-AES256-SHA DHE-RSA-AES128-SHA256 DHE-RSA-
AES256-SHA256 EDH-RSA-DES-CBC3-SHA";



Mixed content blocking

Horror Story #4









There are too many certificate authorities.

Horror Story #5





it’s time to fight back





So we started a CA...





(one more CA)





Let’s Encrypt created by

● Engineering: EFF, Mozilla, University of Michigan
● Financial sponsorship: Cisco, Akamai
● CA cross-signature: IdentTrust
● Housed in a new 501(c)3, the Internet Security 

Research Group (ISRG)





Security

How do we decide whether to issue a cert?





Dialog:          ACME protocol
Shrubberies:  ACME “challenges”



Current status

Private beta through Nov, 2015
Entered public beta on Dec. 3, 2015
Issued 10k certs in <8 hours (1 cert / 3 seconds!)
Almost 400k certs issued so far!





# More statistics

    374714 certificates checked (totalling 801637 DNS names)

    # adoption statistics

     names using issued cert    547,200   (68.26%)
     certs used by all names    162,844   (43.46%)
     certs used by some names    11,341   (3.03%)
     certs used by no names     200,529   (53.52%)



    # cipher suite breakdown

     ECDHE RSA WITH AES 256 CBC SHA      4,817     (1.33%)
     RSA WITH AES 256 CBC SHA            1,354     (0.37%)
     RSA WITH AES 128 CBC SHA            27,551    (7.63%)
     RSA WITH 3DES EDE CBC SHA           104       (0.03%)
     ECDHE RSA WITH 3DES EDE CBC SHA     30        (0.01%)
     ECDHE RSA WITH AES 128 GCM SHA256   222,517   (61.59%)
     ECDHE RSA WITH AES 256 GCM SHA384   98,427    (27.24%)
     ECDHE RSA WITH AES 128 CBC SHA      6,516     (1.80%)

        Lots of forward secrecy!



Alexa top domains using Let’s Encrypt
● archlinux.org
● teamliquid.net (Starcraft news site)
● overclockers.ru (electronics / tech news site)
● gimp.org
● distrowatch.com
● goodlife.tw (shopping promotions site)
● douglas.de (cosmetics site)
● More at https://censys.io/domain?q=%28*%29+AND+443.https.

tls.certificate.parsed.issuer.common_name%3A+%22Let%
27s+Encrypt+Authority+X1%22

https://censys.io/domain?q=%28*%29+AND+443.https.tls.certificate.parsed.issuer.common_name%3A+%22Let%27s+Encrypt+Authority+X1%22
https://censys.io/domain?q=%28*%29+AND+443.https.tls.certificate.parsed.issuer.common_name%3A+%22Let%27s+Encrypt+Authority+X1%22
https://censys.io/domain?q=%28*%29+AND+443.https.tls.certificate.parsed.issuer.common_name%3A+%22Let%27s+Encrypt+Authority+X1%22
https://censys.io/domain?q=%28*%29+AND+443.https.tls.certificate.parsed.issuer.common_name%3A+%22Let%27s+Encrypt+Authority+X1%22


Client types and plans...
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Single server (VPS, self-hosted, 
managed hosting etc)

Multi-server (load balanced)

Large, custom infrastructures
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Diverse clients...







Rather old server software!





https://github.com/letsencrypt/letsencrypt/blob/master/letsencrypt/interfaces.py#L132

class IAuthenticator(IPlugin):
    """Generic Let's Encrypt Authenticator."""

    def get_chall_pref(domain):
        """Return list of challenge preferences."""

    def perform(achalls):
        """Perform the given challenge."""

    def cleanup(achalls):
        """Revert changes and shutdown after challenges complete."""

https://github.com/letsencrypt/letsencrypt/blob/master/letsencrypt/interfaces.py#L132
https://github.com/letsencrypt/letsencrypt/blob/master/letsencrypt/interfaces.py#L132


https://github.com/letsencrypt/letsencrypt/blob/master/letsencrypt/interfaces.py#L230

class IInstaller(IPlugin):
    """Generic Let's Encrypt Installer Interface. """

    def get_all_names():
        """Returns all names that may be authenticated."""

    def deploy_cert(domain, cert_path, key_path, chain_path, fullchain_path):
        """Deploy certificate."""

    def enhance(domain, enhancement, options=None):
        """Perform a configuration enhancement.  """

    def supported_enhancements():
        """Returns a list of supported enhancements.  """

    def get_all_certs_keys():
        """Retrieve all certs and keys set in configuration.  """

    def save(title=None, temporary=False):
        """Saves all changes to the configuration files.  """

    def rollback_checkpoints(rollback=1):
        """Revert `rollback` number of configuration checkpoints.  """

    def recovery_routine():
        """Revert configuration to most recent finalized checkpoint. """

    def view_config_changes():
        """Display all of the LE config changes."""

    def config_test():
        """Make sure the configuration is valid."""

    def restart():
        """Restart or refresh the server content."""

https://github.com/letsencrypt/letsencrypt/blob/master/letsencrypt/interfaces.py#L230
https://github.com/letsencrypt/letsencrypt/blob/master/letsencrypt/interfaces.py#L230


                  Plugins used on Ubuntu 14:
Authenticator/standalone Installer/none 6,602
Authenticator/webroot Installer/none 5,769
Authenticator/apache Installer/apache 4,875
Authenticator/plesk Installer/plesk 2,850
Authenticator/manual Installer/none   674
Authenticator/apache Installer/none   351
Authenticator/webroot Installer/apache    92
Authenticator/standalone Installer/apache    56
Authenticator/nginx Installer/nginx    29
Authenticator/manual Installer/apache    28
Authenticator/s3front Installer/s3front    23
Authenticator/nginx Installer/none    13
Authenticator/webroot Installer/nginx     2
Authenticator/standalone Installer/null     1
Authenticator/gandi-shs Installer/gandi-shs      1
Authenticator/gandi-shs Installer/none       1
Authenticator/webroot Installer/s3front     1
Authenticator/manual Installer/nginx     1



How well configured are we?



# some further work required

    # name problems

     invalid DNS             12106   (1.51%)
     refused/unavailable     27108   (3.38%)
     timed out               22628   (2.82%)
     TLS error               7627    (0.95%)
     sent incomplete chain   26648   (3.32%)
     expired cert            5582    (0.70%)
     self-signed cert        10      (0.00%)
     cert has wrong names    84172   (10.50%)
     misc. invalid cert      3       (0.00%)

    # feature usage

     OCSP stapled   52797   (6.59%)
     SCT included   159     (0.02%)



Vulnerability reporting







Mallory wants to prove ownership of example.com via DNS challenge
1. Mallory registers RSA key pair [1] for challenge signing
2. letsencrypt issues DNS challenge [2]
3. Mallory queries example.com’s TXT record [3] from when 

example.com solved its own challenge.
4. Mallory constructs a new RSA key pair [4] such that [3] is a 

valid signature over [2].
5. Mallory uses letsencrypt account recovery process to replace [1] 

with [4].
6. letsencrypt verifies that [3] is a valid signature from Mallory’s new 

account key, and issues Mallory cert for example.com.





“The real problem is that ACME makes false 
assumptions about signatures. It assumes that a 
signature uniquely identifies a (public key, message)
tuple, which RSA does not guarantee.”





first vuln reported in production



● Reported 9:45 PST on 12/7
● Fix deployed 13:11 PST on 12/7
● 6 certs misissued; all revoked



Things we haven’t solved...



Things we haven’t solved...

● Mixed content :(



Mixed content problems

Content Security Policy upgrade-insecure-
requests 

- Was supposed to help



Except . . .

● Passive mixed content (images) isn’t blocked 
usually

● Many (most?) HTTP embedded images aren’t 
available over HTTPS

● Upgrade => more broken than before



https://isnot.org/mixed-uir/



Mixed Content Problems

In theory, report-only CSP is promising

In practice, auto-collecting the reports is tricky



Want to get hacking?

Spec
https://github.com/letsencrypt/acme-spec

Main Client
https://github.com/letsencrypt/letsencrypt

Server
https://github.com/letsencrypt/boulder

https://github.com/letsencrypt/acme-spec
https://github.com/letsencrypt/letsencrypt
https://github.com/letsencrypt/boulder


(And help us Encrypt the Web, entirely)


